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Why did we choose to participate in the PCC 
Wikidata Pilot?
● Well-timed proposal!
● To gain familiarity of working within linked data platform 

(Wikidata)
● To use linked data knowledge gained over the past years 
● To bring more visibility to affiliated persons, organizations, 

collections, and projects within our university 



Initial Setup
● Recruited people to work on new project (or 

people proposed new projects!)
● Gave introductory presentation about Wikidata

○ Also demonstrated the creation of a Wikidata record 
during presentation

● Setup WikiProjects page: 
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pil
ot/Texas_State_University_Libraries 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pilot/Texas_State_University_Libraries
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pilot/Texas_State_University_Libraries


Four projects at Texas State University
● Wikidata pages for current faculty
● University Archives Oral History Collections
● Wittliff Archives Collections
● Digital Collections Journal Project



Faculty authority work
● Moving much of traditional catalog authority work 

from a MARC silo to Wikidata
● Creating/enhancing Wikidata pages for faculty at 

Texas State University
● Embracing identity management principles

○ Moving toward stable identifiers
○ Empowering communities to create own items



Reassessing effort put into siloed records
● Also: experimentation with creating basic MARC 

authority records (NACO-lite)



Preparatory steps for Faculty Authors
● Determined Data Model 
● Setup WikiProjects page
● Created spreadsheet with faculty that already:

○ Had authority records and/or
○ Had Wikidata records

● Setup structure and Wikidata items for all campus 
departments so it would be available for various 
projects through batch tools



Sample QuickStatements for Campus Departments



Doing our part to increase visibility





Progress in faculty pages
● Goal: To create/enhance at least 100 records 

(Have 84 as of 3/9/21)
● Credit also to music cataloger who jumped in and 

created quite a few entries, both manually and 
through batch editing tools

● Perhaps a good capstone project for student?



University Archives Oral History Project
● Why oral histories?

○ Demographic data in several places, spreadsheets (not publicly available), website, or PDF finding aid (not easily 
searched)

○ Creating linked data to point people to these interviews on our website, helps us connect to our collections and finding 
aids 

● Idea of Notability
○ https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Notability 

● Using has works in collection (P6379) for connection to oral history collection, but added archives at (P485), if had full finding 
aid at Txstate or another institution.

● Ruth Bain example:

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Notability
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q100347513


How it started
● Surveyed (i.e. tried to look up every name) to see what was already in 

Wikipedia/data, and other authorities. Also collected links.

● 3 out of 70 already had Wikidata entries, concentrating on new entries.
● Looked at Stanford Libraries’ project to get ideas for properties

○ See 
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pilot/Texas_State_University_Libr
aries#Models_for_University_Archives_Oral_History_Collections for properties included.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Stanford_Libraries/Data_models#Academic_faculty
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pilot/Texas_State_University_Libraries#Models_for_University_Archives_Oral_History_Collections
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_PCC_Wikidata_Pilot/Texas_State_University_Libraries#Models_for_University_Archives_Oral_History_Collections


University Archives Oral History Project
● Began to compile data on our participants, starting with our master oral 

history spreadsheet
○ Biographical sheets interviewees filled out, the interview itself, FindaGrave, obituaries, other 

institutions finding aids, LC authority records, SNAC records.
● Minimums vs how far down the rabbit hole do you want to go?

○ Example: Piper Professor Award 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q100351031


Bulk entry tools 

● Used Quickstatements and OpenRefine to create new entries in Wikidata
○ Manually did edits to existing records even though these bulk entries tools do allow for editing 

and adding to existing entries
● Quickstatements needed property and Q identifiers to work, time consuming 

with the varying data I had, was more useful with entries like university 
departments which only varied a little

● OpenRefine allowed me to use my data collection spreadsheet and ‘reconcile’ 
against existing properties

See Resources slide for guides to using bulk entries.



Kent Finlay did not have an entry, even though 
mentioned in the Wikipedia article for the 
Cheatham Street Warehouse and having an entry 
in the Handbook of Texas. 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q105925041
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cheatham_Street_Warehouse
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/entries/finlay-james-kent


Robert Hardesty

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q15429756


Still more to consider

● Too soon to tell what the impact of adding these entries will be
○ Need to establish how to assess these activities

● Time commitment involved and steep learning curve.
● Not wanting to add finding aids links just yet

But…

● Wikidata exposes our data to the public and other can build upon it, breaking 
down silos. What makes Wikidata a good resource; there is a power and 
beauty to it.

● What I add just might make a difference.



Wittliff Archives Collections
● Handy alphabetical list from which we created 

a spreadsheet: 
https://www.thewittliffcollections.txstate.edu/re
search/a-z.html 

● Project consists of adding “Archives At” 
statement for each of the subjects (or creating 
new Wikidata item if none exists) 

● Inspired by pioneering work from other 
libraries (such as Emory)

https://www.thewittliffcollections.txstate.edu/research/a-z.html
https://www.thewittliffcollections.txstate.edu/research/a-z.html


Example: Rick Riordan



Wittliff Archives Collections
● Some people already existed in Wikidata but did have to create new items
● Currently researching adding images to WikiCommons to use in Wikidata
● Links may change on finding aids so will have to be updated
● As of mid-March:

○ Nearly 300  edits of 68 articles
● Google search of name with “archives” consistently brings Wittliff archives as 

top hits (Rick Riordan was #3, Sandra Cisneros was #1)



Digital Collections Journals
● Five journals currently published in our institutional repository (Digital 

Collections)
● Goal is to add or enhance any existing records in Wikidata
● Status: Done!



It Takes a Village (or Several Teams)
Faculty project: Mary Aycock, Sheila Torres-Blank, Amy Eoff, Misty Hopper

Oral History project: Nicole Critchley

Wittliff Archives Collections Project: Amanda Scott, Karen Sigler

Digital Collections Journals: Laura Waugh



Further Avenues
● Investigating adding citations to Wikidata

○ Titles from faculty authors
○ Articles from digital journals to Wikidata

● Assessment of Wikidata work
● Developing best practices from pilot
● Editing in Wikipedia
● Opportunity for increase visibility of EDI-related entities?
● Addressing questions of sustainability

○ Can be difficult to find time in existing workflow
○ However, library silo systems aren’t sustainable and also relatively invisible. What makes 

the most sense to put our efforts toward?



Resources

Bulk data entry guides for OpenRefine and QuickStatements:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1y-74zozl23IdxXu6E5GsK0aNBY4jNLzl?usp
=sharing

LD4 Affinity Group page:Wikidata:WikiProject LD4 Wikidata Affinity 
Group/Affinity Group Calls 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1y-74zozl23IdxXu6E5GsK0aNBY4jNLzl?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1y-74zozl23IdxXu6E5GsK0aNBY4jNLzl?usp=sharing
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_LD4_Wikidata_Affinity_Group/Affinity_Group_Calls
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_LD4_Wikidata_Affinity_Group/Affinity_Group_Calls

